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“The earth is what we all have
in common.” ~ Wendell Berry

THE OPPORTUNITY TO ACT
S TA R T S N O W : 2 0 2 1 - 2 0 3 0
Expo 2020 and COP26 represent extraordinary opportunities for the United
Nations to engage the attention of millions of people, mobilize uni ed
action, and create lasting impact.

"This is a moment for solidarity, and it is the time to change things for the
better." - UN Secretary-General António Guterres
By inviting all participants to commit to meaningful action, we can track and
share each step in achieving the work that will shape our future, uplifting
participants with the highest ideals of the UN—peace, dignity, and equality
for all people on a healthy planet.
We are no longer at the threshold of change: our world is in the midst of
profound and essential transformation. Our global response to climate
change, biodiversity loss, and the social inequity that produces poverty,
hunger and con ict requires more urgent, collective and collaborative work
more than ever before.
This is the opportunity for each and every one of us to #ACTNOW!

#ACTNOW | GLOBAL CALL TO ACTION

INDIVIDUAL ACTION

BUSINESS ACTION

SDG 2030 ACTION

#ACTNOW is the United Nations' campaign

Business Ambition for 1.5°C is an

The 17 Sustainable Development Goals

for individual action on climate change

urgent call to action from a global

are designed to give our planet a better

and sustainability. Civic engagement is a

coalition of UN agencies, businesses

future. Support the SDGs, #ACTNOW

critical part of the UN's e orts to raise

and industry leaders, in partnership

by committing to implement the

ambition and action on the climate crisis

with the RACE TO ZERO campaign.

Ten Principles of the UN Global Compact

and accelerate implementation of the

#ACTNOW by signing and submitting

by signing and submitting an entry letter

Paris Agreement. Over 3,000,000 actions

a Business Ambition for 1.5°C

to the UN Secretary-General.

have been logged so far!

commitment letter to the
UN Secretary-General.

LINK TO BIZ APPLICATION
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LINK TO NON-BIZ APPLICATION

LEARN MORE
DOWNLOAD THE APP

"The choices societies make now will determine whether our
species thrives or simply survives as the 21st century unfolds."
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) June 2021

Base time: Mon 28 Jun 2021 00 UTC, Valid time: Mon 28 Jun 2021 00 UTC
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)

VISION
United Nations Day has been celebrated on October 24th for the past 75
years. With the recent launch of the UN Decade of Action, 2021 is a missioncritical year for us to tackle our shared challenges and fix the world’s fragilities
with accelerated action by getting the world aligned with the universal
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.
During two pivotal events taking place in 2021 - Expo 2020 in Dubai and
COP26 in Glasgow - Millennium ART and its creative partners, in collaboration
with the UN Department of Global Communications Outreach Division, are
supporting the UN's #ACTNOW campaign by connecting all peoples and
generating a common understanding through artistic means, creating the fertile
ground from which genuine solidarity can emerge.
The #ACTNOW 360° Immersive Experience unveils the potential for a future
of regeneration, transformation, evolution, and advancements in knowledge
and understanding. It evokes a deep sense of interconnectedness within our
shared humanity, to the world we live in, and with all living things.
Through visually stunning and emotionally stirring cinematography and content
on-site in the Al Wasl Dome, on IMAX in the GreenZone, virtually in
AltspaceVR, and online via the #ACTNOW App, participants from around the
planet are immersed together in an exploration of the earth's vital signs.

THE WORLD EXPO
The World Expo is one of the oldest
and biggest events on the planet.
Every

ve years, a city takes its turn

to host the occasion, which lasts six
months at a time and invites every
country in the globe to take part in
showcasing the best of what they
have to o er. Its aim is to help
people and nations across the earth
learn by sharing ideas, at the same
time demonstrating innovation and
further paving the path for progress
in

elds such as technology and

architecture.
EXPO 2020 DUBAI THEME:

CONNECTING MINDS,
CREATING THE FUTURE

THE AL WASL DOME

A WORLD EXPO DEBUT - Al Wasl, which means "the connection," is a stunning feat of art, engineering,

The largest 360° projection dome in

and AV integration, that sits atop Al Wasl Plaza, the beating heart of the Expo 2020 site where major

the world, standing at 67.5 meters

ceremonies and celebrations will take place over the span of the 6 months exposition. The dome features

(221 feet) tall and 130 meters (427
feet) in diameter, creates a 25,380square-meter (273,188-square-foot)
projection surface area.
PROJECTIONS:

an ultra-high-resolution projection system with 252 40K projectors integrated with a high- delity 28
channel surround sound system for spatial audio soundscapes. Al Wasl creates a welcoming, inviting,
extraordinary, illuminating. impactful and extraordinary fully immersive experience for visitors from all
over the world to be encompassed by stunning imagery and breathtaking soundscapes.

WORLD PREMIERE 24 OCT 2021

#ACTNOW 360° IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE
UNITED NATIONS DAY AT EXPO 2020

MISSION
With the #ACTNOW 360° Immersive Experience, we aim to replace fear, hopelessness, and dread
with cognizance, equanimity, and con dence to cease the overexploitation of fragile ecosystems,
reduce the man-made impacts on climate change, and restore the natural world by taking bold
actions in solidarity for the love of our planet.

OBJECTIVES
The #ACTNOW 360° Immersive Experience, including the Immersive Projection Experience
premiering at the Al Wasl Dome for Expo 2020 in Dubai, the Immersive IMAX Experience premiering
at COP26 in Glasgow, the Immersive Virtual Experience simultaneously premiering in the Metaverse,

"The United Nations' participation in EXPO

and the Immersive Hologram Experience premiering via PORTL at Expo 2020, collectively calls

2020 Dubai will reinforce the notion that

audiences to embrace the highest ideals of the United Nations - to feel a sense of belonging and

by working together, we can not only

responsibility to protect our planet and all people, especially the most vulnerable.

overcome insurmountable challenges,
but we can also ful ll a vision of a world
where everyone thrives in peace, dignity,
and equality on a healthy planet."
Maher Nasser - Commissioner-General
of the United Nations at EXPO 2020
W W W. U N . O R G / E X P O 2 0 2 0

GOALS
The narrative of the lm celebrates and values all life as sacred, instilling a sense of urgency that
the earth's stressed life-sustaining systems are worth protecting and saving. With overlapping
existential challenges facing our world today, it is by sharing values and working together to do
more for each other and for our planet that we can heed the call to #ACTNOW. We aim to engage
our global audiences with hope, as climate change is not an ending, but rather a new beginning for
a sustainable, peaceful, and just way forward.

# A C T N O W 3 6 0 ° I M M E R S I V E P R O J E C T I O N E X P E R I E N C E N A R R AT I V E S E Q U E N C E
AWE | BEAUTY | BIODIVERSITY | HUMANITY

| ANTHROPOCENE | CLIMATE | POVERTY | INEQUALITY | VISION | ACTION | HEALING | CHANGE

Ms. Jayashri Wyatt
Manager of Special Projects

Outreach Division, DGC, UN
wyatt@un.org
+1 917 367 9923

“I see a time of Seven Generations when all the colors of mankind will gather under the sacred tree of life
and the whole earth will become one circle again.” - Crazy Horse, Oglala Lakota Sioux Leader

“We have a responsibility toward the other life-forms of our planet whose continued existence is threatened by the
thoughtless behavior of our own human species.” - Jane Goodall, UN Messenger of Peace

“I don’t want you to be hopeful. I want you to panic. I want you to feel the fear I feel every day.
Our house is on re. I want you to act.” - Greta Thunberg, Youth Climate Activist

“Surely it is our responsibility to do everything within our power to create a planet that provides a home
not just for us, but for all life on Earth.” - Sir David Attenborough

C O P 2 6 U N C L I M AT E C H A N G E C O N F E R E N C E U K | G R E E N Z O N E | I M A X C I N E M A

COP26 GREEN ZONE
GLASGOW SCIENCE CENTRE

The Green Zone at COP26 is managed by the UK government, and is
a platform for the general public, youth groups, civil society, academia,

We will project the dynamic #ACTNOW Film (< 10 min) from Expo 2020 onto

artists, businesses and others to have their voices heard through

the 80ft x 60ft IMAX screen in the Glasgow Science Centre's IMAX cinema

events that promote dialogue, awareness, educations, and

that seats 370. The auditorium includes a stage area for an engaging panel

commitments. On Friday, 06 November, Youth and Public

discussion of up to four speakers with a host, which can be live-streamed

Empowerment Day at COP26, we will be able to engage audiences

through a VR event to an international audience base.

world wide via the #ACTNOW 360° Immersive VR Experience and an inapp challenge via #ACTNOW app.

#ACTNOW IMMERSIVE IMAX EXPERIENCE
With more than 1,500 IMAX theatres in over 80 countries and
territories around the globe, we are able to bring the immersive
cinematic experience from the Al Wasl Dome at EXPO 2020 in Dubai to
a more expansive audience base via IMAX.
The remastering process fully transforms every frame of the #ACTNOW
360° 27K resolution lm from the Al Wasl Dome to produce the best
possible version of the original vision. The #ACTNOW Immersive IMAX

Experience will work with any IMAX cinema, enabling audiences to feel
much closer to the content, as if they are immersed in the lm.
The premiere of the #ACTNOW IMAX Film will take place during COP26
in the Glasgow Science Centre's IMAX Cinema as part of the o

cial

programming within the Green Zone. The short format lm (under 10
minutes) can also be previewed before feature lms in IMAX
theatres. Many IMAX lms have been remastered to t into the 16:9
aspect ratio, which would further our reach even more.

#ACTNOW 360° IMMERSIVE VR EXPERIENCE
To further our global audience reach from Al Wasl at EXPO 2020 and to
increase inclusivity and action, we will digitally replicate the #ACTNOW
360° Projection show into an Immersive Virtual Experience by creating an
interactive world and social event space accessible via AltspaceVR.
AltspaceVR is the premier platform for attending live virtual events in realtime with people from around the world, with special appearances by
human holoportation, transporting participants to the next frontier of live
entertainment and collaborative community experiences. VR experiences
on AltspaceVR are supported with HTC Vive, Oculus Rift/RiftS, and
Quest/Quest2, Windows Mixed Reality, and also in 2D Mode on PC or Mac.
Throughout the 6-month run of EXPO 2020, we have a creative platform to
host live virtual events to provide accessibility to people who otherwise
would not have the means (physically and nancially) to participate in Dubai
or Glasgow can participate remotely with an internet connection. This
provides a revolutionary way to experience information, art, music, and guest
speakers as their own unique avatar, while eliminating CO2-emitting travel.

# A C T N O W 3 6 0 ° L I V E E V E N T S I N T H E M E TAV E R S E
Can't make it to Dubai in October or to Glasgow in November? Now you actually can,
virtually, through the Metaverse! The "Metaverse" is a collective virtual shared space of
3D environments and real-time experiences available through the internet.
Sign into AltspaceVR, create your personal avatar in your likeness, invite your friends,
family, colleagues, employees, students, or community to join us LIVE, as the physical
events in the "real world" will be replicated in the "virtual world," accessible for free
to all. From 24 October - 31 March the we will host a series of events in the

#ACTNOW 360° Immersive VR Experience including three

agship events on UN Day

24 OCT, from COP26 on 05 NOV, and from Global Goals Week at the EXPO on 18 JAN.
Here you can join tens of thousands of people from around the world for a shared live
experience, featuring the #ACTNOW 360° Immersive Projection Experience from the Al
Wasl Dome in full 360° Virtual Reality. Then journey through three di erent time portals
(past, present, and future) and immerse yourself in topics including biodiversity, climate
change, and sustainability through the magic of immersive storytelling in Virtual Reality.
Walk down the red-carpet, take sel es sharable on social media, dance to a live DJ,
listen to speakers beamed-in or streamed-in live, download the #ACTNOW App, and
celebrate our collective e orts to elevate action towards the Global Goals.

#ACTNOW IMMERSIVE HOLOGRAM EXPERIENCE
BEAM INTO EXPO DURING GLOBAL GOALS WEEK
PORTL is the rst device that lets people beam themselves to a location
thousands of miles away and interact with people there through human-sized
hologram projection technology. It’s real!
The PORTL single-passenger holoportation installation facilitates communication
of all kinds that adds the emotional element that previous virtual methods lack
(the ultimate remedy to zoom fatigue), by streaming world class 4K resolution
interactive hologram content we can connect people across every kind of divide.
This technology allows PORTL "passengers" to see questioners and interact with
people in real-time, or provide pre-recorded speeches or pre-programmed
animations to live audiences where the PORTL is installed.
When you can't BE there, BEAM there! Participants only need a white background
and a camera to send your museum-quality hologram to the PORTL holo-deck
and enter the #ACTNOW Immersive Hologram Experience.

EXPO 2020 GLOBAL GOALS WEEK
VR EVENT | HOLOGRAMS | IN-APP CHALLENGE
During the Global Goals Week at Expo 2020, we have the unique capability
of simultaneously beaming a real-time hologram of a senior UN o

cial to

live audiences in Dubai via PORTL and to live audiences in the #ACTNOW
Metaverse via AltspaceVR. This enables us to reach and engage all
LINK TO 10 PRINCIPLES

audiences, in Dubai and around the world, with live content. We will also
host an In-App geotagging challenge event for #ACTNOW 360° via AWorld.
Expo 2020 Dubai and the United Nations Global Compact – the world’s
largest corporate sustainability initiative – are joining forces to hold a
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) Business Forum during Expo’s Global
Goals Week from 16-22 January 2022. The forum, co-curated by the Dubai
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Expo 2020’s O

cial Business

Integrator, unites businesses around the world and urges further action
towards a sustainable and inclusive future.
Leveraging the power of the Expo, the Metaverse, and an App for trackable
action, we encourage companies and organizations to become a member
of the UN Global Compact, adding to the momentum that is spurring
private-sector and NGO action to ensure the SDGs are achieved by 2030.

Climate actions taken around the world:

3,103,640

GLOBAL AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT
NETWORK ACCESS TO 216 MILLION PEOPLE
• 192 National Delegations at EXPO 2020
• Academic Institutions
• Business Associations
• Cities and Municipalities
• Civil Society Organizations
• Companies (more than 250 Employees)
• Corporate Social Responsibility Organizations
• Foundations
• Individuals
• Labour Organizations
• Public Sector Organizations
• Small and Medium Business Enterprises (1-250 Employees)
• Youth Groups

U N AT E X P O 2 0 2 0 I N - A P P E X P E R I E N C E | # A C T N O W | A C T N O W. A W O R L D . O R G

EXPO 2020 CHALLENGE

T H E M AT I C J O U R N E Y

LIVE EVENTS

01 OCT 2021 - 31 MAR 2022

4-6 EPISODES

G E O -TA G G I N G A C T I O N

We will build upon the 3M+ actions already

Working in collaboration with AWORLD

Hosting a special event brings attention to

taken through the UN's #ACTNOW campaign

and the #ACTNOW Expo 2020 team, we

and drives action towards the #ACTNOW

by tracking how many actions are taken via

will produce mixed-media content

campaign, aligned with EXPO 2020's theme

the app by audiences throughout the

experience for audiences to dive deeper

of Connecting Minds, Creating the Future.

duration of EXPO 2020.

into a particular theme developed around

By logging personal actions and tagging your

social transformation for a better future

location, we can visualize the power of

for people, planet, and prosperity.

global collective actions from live events.

TEN SIMPLE ACTIONS ANYONE CAN TAKE

SHORT FORM SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT
In order to reach and activate broader audiences, we create mobile-friendly, short-form content using
emotional, engaging, and entertaining visuals that quickly and e ectively convey concise messaging.

3 D A N I M AT I O N S

R E A L T I M E D ATA V I Z

SHORT VIDEO STORIES

AUGMENTED REALITY

We use visual e ects, 3D

Using live data allows us to create

Short life stories are pervasive on

Augmented Reality (AR) is on the rise

animation, and cinematic

compelling and relevant interactive

the most popular social media

and all you need is a phone to step

techniques to bring stories and

experiences and data visualizations.

networks. We can create, design and

through the looking glass. We can

ideas to life. These can include

These data visualizations can be

reformat existing content speci cally

design and build playful and

intricate narrative tales, as we

utilized in a number of mediums for

for these platforms. We can also

wondrous interactions that bring the

create lifelike worlds to illustrate

true global reach to drive action.

develop publishing strategies and

digital realm into our reality.

the campaign messages.

use localized content.

#ACTNOW IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE | PROJECT TIMELINE | OCT 2021 - MAR 2022

01 OCT

24 OCT

05 NOV

18 JAN

31 MAR

EXPO

U N D AY

COP26
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EXPO

S TA R T S
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EXPO 2020

ENDS

IN-APP

DUBAI, UAE

G L A S G O W, U K
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IN-APP
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A LT S P A C E V R
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Launch of the

Live 360° Immersive

Youth & Public Empowerment

Hologram speech by a senior UN

Conclusion of the

#ACTNOW AWORLD

Projection Experience

In-App Challenge

at the Al Wasl Dome

Premiere of the

cial beamed simultaneously to

PORTL in Dubai and to AltspaceVR

#ACTNOW IMAX Film at the

for the UN at
EXPO 2020

o

Live 360° Immersive VR

Glasgow Science Centre

Experience in the
#ACTNOW Metaverse

In-App Challenge Event

Live Global Goals Event

Live Youth Panel Discussion

#ACTNOW AWORLD
#ACTNOW AWORLD
In-App Challenge Event

In-App Challenge for
the UN at EXPO 2020

in the #ACTNOW Metaverse
in the #ACTNOW Metaverse

#ACTNOW AWORLD

Results of Cumulative
Actions Taken Onsite,

#ACTNOW AWORLD

Online, Virtually and

In-App Challenge Event

In-App OCT-MAR

P R O J E C T PA R T N E R S

Millennium ART bridges the gaps between vision, expression,

dandelion + burdock is a leading international digital

understanding, and action by connecting diverse audiences to

collaborator and content producer for creative technology

a set of uni ed values that embrace social progress towards a

platforms, that for over a decade has been conceiving,

peaceful, equitable, and sustainable future. Over the past

realizing and elevating impressively immersive projects. With a

fteen years we have designed and produced dozens of

uniquely design driven constellation of departments, we thrive

international exhibitions, installations, and cause-related

on projects that integrate disciplines, creating unprecedented

experiences in partnership with the United Nations System

technical solutions for compelling concepts in special event

(UNDGC, UNFCCC, UNESCO, UNEP, UNWF, etc.), generating

scenarios. As content driven partners, launching strategy,

new perspectives through the important roles of art, culture,

design and production our goal is to realize award winning

education, environment, science, and technology in

interactive content that makes a lasting cultural impact.

contemporary society.

http://www.millenniumart.org

https://dandelion-burdock.com/

P R O J E C T PA R T N E R S

DreamlandXR is a world leader in XR technology integration

AWorld helps people live sustainably in the modern world.

including VR, AR, and Holograms. Dreamland's tentpole event

The AWorld app can be used by the pubic, collaborators,

at CES 2021 is the #1 most well attended virtual event of its

associations, employees, clients, and students who want to

kind in the world. Dreamland exists at the epicenter of the

measure their impact, as each one of us can make a

immersive entertainment movement for a new socially distant

di erence. AWorld was selected as the o

world. Dreamland has forged a new partnership with PORTL

support the United Nations' #ACTNOW campaign for individual

Holograms, o ering a full service Hologram Studio focused on

action on climate change and sustainability, which has already

sales, rentals, and hologram content production. Dreamland

tracked over 3 million climate actions taken around the world.

produces mixed reality events that feature incredible talent

AWorld is a platform for tracking action and a mobile app that

combined with advanced entertainment technologies to

guides and incentivizes people to live more sustainably and

provide audiences with an uplifting interactive experience

take action for a healthier you and a healthier planet. Our

where everyone has a chance to become part of the live event.

choice matters. Our actions count.

https://dreamlandxr.com/

https://aworld.org/

cial platform to

PA ST P R O J E C T H I G H L I G H TS | M I L L E N N I U M A R T
Millennium ART curates, designs, directs, and produces large-scale, high-resolution, multimedia experiences across
the globe to attract attention and drive action towards special international events spanning from COP 15 to COP 26.

CO2 CUBE

I L L U M I N AT I O N S

UNESCO

VISUALIZE A TONNE

U N C L I M AT E S U M M I T

70TH ANNIVERSARY | COP21

OF CHANGE | COP 15

UN HEADQUARTERS

UNESCO HEADQUARTERS

COPENHAGEN, DENMARK

NEW YORK, USA

PA R I S , F R A N C E

PA ST P R O J E C T H I G H L I G H TS | DA N D E L I O N + B U R D O C K
dandelion + burdock create exceptional technical solutions and compelling content for special one of a kind projects.
We excel in situations where we are able to design content for immersive narrative theatre.

OPEN SAUDI

FA S T & F U R I O U S L I V E

HOOVER DAM

B U R J K H A L I FA

SAUDI ARABIA

GLOBAL ARENA SHOW

A R I Z O N A A N D N E VA D A

EMAAR NYE 2019

Presented in front of a live
audience, this World Record
projection covered the entire
facade of the Dam. We were
brought in as technical
consultants to gure out the best
way to execute the project.The
event was also streamed to
millions around the world.

In 2019 we devised the creative
work ow and content for the
iconic Burj Khalifa tower resulting
in a new Guinness World Record
for the largest light and sound
show on a single building.

To mark the launch of the
Kingdom's E-Visa we created 360
degree content using a blend of
drone footage, 3D animation and
motion graphics.

In this epic show, live action
seamlessly blends with projection
mapped content as the action
literally bursts from the screen and
onto the stage. We managed the
complex and creative challenge of
devising the projection content and
3D animation.

PA ST P R O J E C T H I G H L I G H TS | D R E A M L A N D X R
Dreamland exists at the epicenter of the immersive technology revolution, using the power of disruptive technology to develop and
create meaningful XR campaigns that journey beyond traditional tactics with a focus on audience engagement and strategy.

CES 2021

MIGOS ALBUM LAUNCH

HEADSETS FOR HEALING

DreamlandXR produced the rst-ever all-virtual

Dreamland in collaboration with PORTL beamed

Dreamland launched a VR for good initiative that

CES showcased products and cutting-edge

MIGOS live simultaneously to audiences in four

provides virtual reality headsets for people in

technologies with sessions from global industry

cities via 4K interactive hologram to promote

leaders, tech leaders, and policy makers.

their new record Culture III.

hospitals to provide mental health and wellness
bene ts through creative use of connected XR
software and technology.

EXECUTIVE TEAM FOR THE #ACTNOW 360° IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE PROJECT
DANDELION + BURDOCK

MILLENNIUM ART
Ms. Mia Hanak

Mr. Niall Thompson

Founder & Executive Director

Founder & Managing Director

Millennium ART International

dandelion + burdock

Missoula, MT, USA

London and Los Angeles

Mr. Alessandro Armillotta

Ms. Anna Konstantinova

Chief Executive O

Strategy Director

AWORLD

cer

AWorld

AWorld

Torino, Italy

Brooklyn, NY, USA

A LT S P A C E V R

DREAMLAND XR
Mr. Christopher Crescitelli

Ms. Celeste Lear

Founder & Executive Producer

Executive VR Producer

DreamlandXR

DreamlandXR

Las Vegas, NV, USA

Los Angeles, CA, USA

Ms. Leila Amirsadeghi
Senior Program Manager
Mixed Reality, AltspaceVR
Microsoft
Los Osos, CA, USA

UN FOCAL POINTS FOR THE #ACTNOW 360° IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE PROJECT
Mr. Maher Nasser
Director, Outreach Division
UN Department of Global
Communications and
Commissioner-General

Ms. Jayashri Wyatt

Ms. Sabrina Giyasova

Manager of Special Projects

Program Coordinator

Outreach Division, Department

Outreach Division, Department

of Global Communications, UN

of Global Communications, UN

New York, NY, USA

Germany

of the UN at Expo 2020

U N I T E D N AT I O N S , D E P A R T M E N T O F G L O B A L C O M M U N I C AT I O N S , O U T R E A C H D I V I S I O N
The United Nations is indispensable as a forum for building a better world and solving complex and evolving challenges. It brings together all
countries and di erent actors to take concerted action across the global community to make a positive di erence in people’s lives and for the
planet. The Department of Global Communications tells this UN story across multiple platforms, digital and traditional, to build support for the
aims and work of the United Nations. Through our global operations and o

ces in 60 countries, we reach millions of people with trusted, objective

information and an inclusive message that enables the public, civil society, private sector and Member States to engage in the work of the United
Nations. The Outreach Division builds support for the United Nations by fostering dialogue with global constituencies such as civil society, the
entertainment industry, media, academia, educators, students, and libraries.

C O N TA C T
MILLENNIUM ART
Mia Hanak
Executive Director
mia@millenniumart.org
www.millenniumart.org
+1 415 637 0525

UN FOCAL POINT
Jayashri Wyatt
Manager of Special Projects
Outreach Division, DGC, UN
wyatt@un.org
www.un.org/expo2020
+1 917 367 9923

اﻋﻤﻠﻮا اﻟﺂن
即刻行动

ACT NOW
AGISSONS
ДЕЙСТВУЙТЕ СЕЙЧАС

ACTÚA AHORA

“The signi cance of our lives and our
fragile planet is determined only by our
own wisdom and courage." - Carl Sagan

